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Black, Brown, and Ally-led Community Groups Interrupt National Grid
President Rudy Winters at “Equity in Energy” Summit and Call Out
Utility for Greenwashing the Racist North Brooklyn Pipeline and
Pushing False Climate Solutions
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New York — Today, Brooklyn community members disrupted the President of National
Grid, Rudy Winters, as he gave his opening remarks at an ‘Equity in Energy’ summit in
Brooklyn sponsored by the UK based utility and City and State.

“If National Grid cared at all for Black and brown communities they wouldn’t have built a
dangerous fracked gas pipeline under my community in Bushwick, next to my
daughter’s school. If National Grid cared at all for Black and brown communities they
wouldn’t be expanding their LNG facility next to Cooper Park Houses,” said Pati
Rodriguez, one of the disruptors with Frack Outta Brooklyn. “This entire summit is
an effort to distract from the racism of National Grid and fossil fuel companies. The only
real equity in energy is community control of power.”
National Grid has faced massive backlash for building the North Brooklyn Pipeline
through Black and Brown neighborhoods without community consent and has
desperately tried to clean up its image in the media and community. Fracked gas is now
flowing through phases 1-4 of the pipeline putting tens of thousands of people at risk.
“If National Grid cared at all about the Black and Brown communities they claimed to
represent via this summit, they wouldn’t dare show their faces. The hypocrisy is
National Grid feigning equity when their actions, such as the blatant disregard of Civil
Rights Act in their planning of the fracked gas pipeline without community consent,
shows that equity and doing the ‘hard work’ towards an ‘energy transition that includes
and empowers all voices’ is bogus, says Kier Blake, Co-Creator and one of the
disruptors with Start:Empowerment. “We refuse to be fleeced with rate hikes only to
pay for a racist pipeline we do not want. We are not just consumers with pocketbooks
but human beings that have a right to environments and communities that care for us
all.
“Inside National Grid talked to us about how people have been left behind and yet every
single Black and brown resident of Brooklyn within the disaster radius of this pipeline
was not informed of this pipeline,” said Maritza Henriquez of Frack Outta Brooklyn.
“We dont want this fucking pipeline in our neighborhoods. I don’t want to live on top of it.
I don’t want it in my kid’s school. I don't want it near our hospitals. If they [National Grid]
want a seat at the table they can come live in my apartment over this pipeline and I can
go live on Fifth avenue.”
Outside the summit in the lobby of the Marriott a massive banner was unfurled that read
“National Greed harms BIPOC community for $” and community members threw fake
money with National Grid’s CEO John Petigrew’s face on it and bloody handprints.
The disruption was led by Frack Outta Brooklyn, Start Empowerment and No North
Brooklyn Pipeline.

Dozens of other community members picketed National Grid’s greenwashing outside the hotel.

